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We present a dynamical model for rewiring and attachment in bipartite networks. Edges are placed
between nodes that belong to catalogs that can either be fixed in size or growing in size. The model
is motivated by an empirical study of data from the video rental service Netflix, which invites its
users to give ratings to the videos available in its catalog. We find that the distribution of the
number of ratings given by users and that of the number of ratings received by videos both follow
a power law with an exponential cutoff. We also examine the activity patterns of Netflix users and
find bursts of intense video-rating activity followed by long periods of inactivity. We derive ordi-
nary differential equations to model the acquisition of edges by the nodes over time and obtain the
corresponding time-dependent degree distributions. We then compare our results with the Netflix
data and find good agreement. We conclude with a discussion of how catalog models can be used
to study systems in which agents are forced to choose, rate, or prioritize their interactions from a
large set of options. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. doi:10.1063/1.3475411
Human dynamics, which is concerned with the character-
ization of human activity in time, has been the subject of
intense and exciting research over the past few years.1–3
In one typical problem setting, individuals are endowed
with limited resources, and there are numerous activities,
behaviors, and/or products that compete against each
other for those resources. Although such situations admit
a natural formulation using bipartite (two-mode) net-
works that connect individuals to activities, human dy-
namics has surprisingly seldom been studied from this
perspective. In the present paper, we analyze bipartite
networks constructed from a large data set of video rat-
ings by the users of a video rental company over a period
of six years. To analyze the time evolution of these net-
works, we introduce the concept of a catalog network, and
we use this approach to explore the driving forces behind
the video rating behavior of individuals. We believe that
such a framework can be used to study many other phe-
nomena in human dynamics that involve the allocation of
and competition for scarce resources.
I. INTRODUCTION
Numerous natural and man-made systems involve inter-
actions between large numbers of entities. The structural
configuration of interactions is typically rather complicated,
so the study of such systems often benefits greatly from net-
work representations.4–6 A network is usually abstracted
mathematically as a graph whose nodes represent the entities
and whose edges represent the interactions between the
entities.7 In many cases, edges can be weighted or directed,
and more complicated frameworks such as hypergraphs can
also be employed. The number of edges connected to a node
in an unweighted network is known as its degree, and the
degree distribution of a network is given by the collection of
numbers that give the fraction of nodes that have degree k
for all values of k.5 In weighted networks, one considers
the weight of an edge rather than simply whether or not it
exists.
Because networked systems are not static, the past de-
cade has witnessed a particular interest in models that at-
tempt to address their growth and evolution.6 Perhaps the
best-known model of network growth was formulated by
Barabási and Albert.4,8 Similar models were also constructed
decades earlier by Simon9 and de Solla Price.10 Barabási and
Albert examined networks arising from diverse settings and
found that their degree distributions often seemed to follow
power laws, which are functions of the form fxx− with
0. They proposed a growth mechanism, which they
called preferential attachment de Solla Price called it cumu-
lative advantage to try to explain their observations. One
starts with a small seed network and—in the simplest form
of the mechanism—iteratively adds individual nodes that
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each possesses exactly one edge. One connects each new
node to an existing one chosen at random with a probability
proportional to its degree. That is, the probability to choose
node vi with degree ki is
Pvi =
ki
 j=1
N kj
,
where the total number of nodes N indicates the size of the
network. Because nodes with higher degrees have corre-
spondingly higher probabilities to receive new edges, the
preferential attachment growth mechanism can result in a
power-law degree distribution.8,11
Because of ideas like preferential attachment and the re-
sulting insights on the origin of heavy-tailed degree distribu-
tions that one sees, e.g., in the World Wide Web or scientific
collaboration networks, the study of networks has grown im-
mensely during the past ten years.5,6,12 However, most of this
research has concentrated on one-mode unipartite net-
works, in which all of the nodes are of the same type. It is
perhaps underappreciated that other graph structures are also
very important in many applications.13 Even the simplest
generalization, known as a two-mode or bipartite network,
has been studied much more sparingly than unipartite net-
works. Bipartite networks contain two categories partite
sets of nodes: U= u1 ,u2 , . . . ,uU	 with U members and
V= v1 ,v2 , . . . ,vV	 with V members. As shown in Fig. 1,
each undirected edge connects a node in U to one in V.7
Bipartite networks abound in applications: they can represent
affiliation networks in which people are connected to orga-
nizations or committees,14 ecological networks with links be-
tween cooperating species in an ecosystem,15 and more.16–20
A bipartite network possesses a degree distribution for
each of the two node types. We denote the adjacency matrix
of a bipartite network by GRUV. Each matrix element Gij
has a nonzero value if and only if an edge exists between
nodes ui and v j. We denote the matrices that result from the
two unipartite projections as GU=GGTRUU and GV
=GTGRVV. The degree of a node in each unipartite-
projection network is the number of nodes of the same type
with which the node shares at least one neighbor in the origi-
nal bipartite network. The node strengths similarly incorpo-
rate connection strengths from the original bipartite network.
Recall that the “strength” of a node is the sum of the
weights of the edges connected to it. For example, in an
unweighted affiliation network, the two projections encode
the weighted connection strengths the numbers of common
affiliations among individuals and the interlocks the num-
bers of common people among organizations.14,21
Many of the real-life systems that can be represented by
bipartite networks are dynamic, as the existence and connec-
tivity of both nodes and edges can change in time. For ex-
ample, a person might retire or leave one organization to join
another. One of the simplest types of changes is edge rewir-
ing, in which one end of an edge is fixed to a node and the
other end moves from one node to another such as in the
aforementioned change of affiliation. Because of the impor-
tant insights they can offer, network rewiring models have
received considerable attention.18,19,22–26 They are closely re-
lated to abstract urn models from probability theory,27–29
models of language competition,30 and models of transmis-
sion of cultural artifacts.31 More generally, they can help lead
to a better understanding of any system in which the nature
or existence of interactions among agents changes over
time.2
The rest of our presentation is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we analyze a large data set of time-stamped video
ratings from the video rental service Netflix that we model as
a bipartite network of users and videos. In Sec. III, we ex-
amine the bursty behavior of individual users. In Sec. IV, we
develop a catalog model of bipartite network growth and
evolution. We then study the Netflix data using this model in
Sec. V. Finally, we discuss our results and present directions
for future research in Sec. VI.
II. NETFLIX VIDEO RATINGS
Netflix is an online video rental service that encourages
its users to rate the videos they rent in order to improve their
personalized recommendations. As part of the Netflix Prize
competition,32 in which the company challenged the public
to improve their video recommendation algorithm, Netflix
released a large, anonymized collection of user-assigned rat-
ings of videos in its catalog. In this paper, we use the Netflix
data to study human dynamics in the form of video ratings
from a limited catalog. One can also examine the dynamics
of the ratings themselves, which would complement a recent
empirical study of video ratings that used data from the In-
ternet Movie Database IMDB.33 The Netflix data consist of
100 480 507 ratings of 17 770 videos. The ratings, which
were given by 480 189 Netflix users between October 1998
and December 2005, were sampled uniformly at random by
Netflix from the set of users who had rated at least 20
videos.34 Each entry in the data includes the video identifi-
cation ID, user ID, rating score an integer from 1 to 5,
and submission date. To illustrate some of the temporal dy-
namics in the data, we show in Fig. 2 the total number of
ratings for each day in July and August 2003. The number of
daily ratings exhibits a weekly pattern in which Mondays
and Tuesdays have the highest activity and Saturdays and
Sundays have the lowest. This reflects the weekly patterns in
human work and leisure habits.
Figure 3 shows the total number of ratings from 2000 to
the end of 2005. These ratings seem to grow exponentially,
which we confirm by fitting the data to the function
rt = arebrt − 1 1
using nonlinear least squares. We obtain the parameter values
ar
6.3656105 and br
0.0024.
FIG. 1. Color online A bipartite network with nodes in the partite sets
U= 1,2 ,3 ,4	 and V= A ,B ,C	. Each edge connects a number to a letter.
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The number of users also grows exponentially, as shown
in the top panel of Fig. 4. The dashed curve in the plot is a fit
to
ut = auebut − 1 , 2
where we obtain au
1.0018104 and bu
0.0018. We will
need to take the exponential growth of the system into ac-
count when comparing data from dates that are far apart from
each other.
In the bottom panel of Fig. 4, we show the number of
videos from 2000 to 2005. The number of videos appears to
grow roughly linearly as a function of time, but in fact it is
better described by the relation
vt = av + bvtcv, 3
where fitting yields av
2780.00, bv
0.6705, and
cv
1.3097.
A. Bipartite network formulation
The Netflix data can be represented as a bipartite net-
work. The two types of nodes in this network are users and
videos. We use U to denote the set of users and V to denote
the set of videos. We ignore the rating values and consider
only the presence or absence of a rating event, which corre-
sponds to an edge between a user and a video in the un-
weighted bipartite network. The large size and longitudinal
nature of the data provide a valuable opportunity to study
video rating in the context of human dynamics, as has been
done previously with mobile telephone networks,3,35 book
sale rankings,36 and electronic and postal mail usage
patterns.1,37
B. Degree distributions
The bipartite video-rating network has one degree distri-
bution for the user nodes and another one for the video
nodes. Keeping in mind the observations in Fig. 2, we exam-
ine the cumulative degree distributions of individual days.
The distributions have a similar functional form for each day
in the data set. We fit them to a power law with an exponen-
tial cutoff,
Fk  k−ae−bk, 4
using a modification of the method discussed by Clauset et
al.38 As an example, we show in Fig. 5 the cumulative degree
distributions for one day. Table I gives the parameter values
that we found in our fits of the data to Eq. 4. Despite the
weekly pattern of the ratings shown in Fig. 2, we did not find
any significant differences between the values of a and b for
different days of the week. Hence, although the number of
daily ratings does differ significantly among weekdays, such
differences seem to not have much effect on the aggregate
structure of the network.
The problem setting sheds some insight into the ob-
served functional form of the degree distribution. Users se-
lect which videos to rate from a large set of possibilities and
possess time limitations on the number of videos that they
are able to watch and rate. As in any market, videos must
compete against each other for users’ attention. One can also
anticipate that certain videos saturate their market, especially
in the case of niche videos whose audience is necessarily
small. Once the demand for a niche video has been met, it
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FIG. 2. Number of daily video ratings for each day in July and August 2003.
The mean number of ratings per day over this period is 30 449. The dashed
vertical lines indicate Tuesdays.
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FIG. 3. Color online Number of video ratings in the Netflix data vs time
from the beginning of 2000 to the end of 2005. Circles indicate data from
Netflix and the dashed red curve is a fit to Eq. 1.
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FIG. 4. Color online Number of users top and videos bottom in the
Netflix data vs time from the beginning of 2000 to the end of 2005. Circles
indicate data from Netflix and the dashed red curves are fits to Eqs. 2 and
3 for users and videos, respectively.
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virtually ceases to receive further ratings. On the other hand,
blockbusters might continue receiving numerous ratings for a
long time.
C. Clustering coefficients
To investigate the local connectivity of nodes and exam-
ine the impact of highly connected nodes, we calculate bi-
partite clustering coefficients.16,39 In bipartite networks, a
clustering coefficient for a node can be calculated by count-
ing the number of cycles of length 4 i.e., the number of
“squares” that include the node and dividing the result by
the total possible number of squares that could include the
node. As stated in Ref. 16, the possible or underlying num-
ber of squares is calculated by adding the potential links
including existing ones between a particular node and the
neighbors of its neighbors. In Fig. 6, we show how a square
occurs in a bipartite network when two neighbors of a node
have another neighbor in common. Bipartite networks cannot
have triangles three mutually connected nodes because two
nodes of the same type cannot be neighbors, so a square is
the shortest possible cycle.
The definition of a clustering coefficient of node vi in an
unweighted bipartite network is16
C4vi =
h,jqijh
 j,hkj − ijh + kh − ijh + qijh
, 5
where qijh is the observed number of squares containing vi
and any two neighbors uh and uj. The degrees of the neigh-
bors are kh and kj, respectively, and ijh =qijh +1. The pos-
sible number of squares is calculated by adding the degrees
of the nodes uh and uj minus the link that each shares with v j
if the three nodes are not part of a square to avoid double
counting. If the three nodes are part of a square, then the
square represented by the deleted link must be added again,
which yields kj −ijh+ kh−ijh+qijh in the denominator of
Eq. 5.
In Fig. 7, we show the values of C4vi and C4ui versus
ki for the video and user nodes for a single day Tuesday,
12 August 2003. In Table II, we show the mean values and
variances of the bipartite clustering coefficient of all one-day
snapshots of Netflix in 2003. Despite the weekday-dependent
variation in the number of daily ratings, the values of the
bipartite clustering coefficient do not vary significantly
across weekdays. However, on the weekends, the values of
C4 for both the user nodes and the video nodes increase by
almost 80%. For a network constructed from a single day’s
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FIG. 5. Color online Cumulative degree distributions of user top and
video bottom nodes for 26 August 2003 a Tuesday. The dashed curves
are the fits to Eq. 4 with parameters a
0.9828, b
0.0057 for the users
and a
0.6622, b
0.0070 for the videos.
TABLE I. Fitting parameters of the daily video and user degree distributions
from 2000 to 2005 for the power law with exponential cutoff in Eq. 4.
a b
Mean Variance Mean Variance
Videos 0.6580 0.0200 0.0686 0.0100
Users 0.8381 0.0573 0.0116 0.0007
FIG. 6. Color online Examples of how to calculate clustering coefficients
for bipartite top and unipartite bottom networks. In the bipartite network,
solid lines indicate edges that form the square that includes node B, whose
bipartite clustering coefficient calculated according to Eq. 5 is C4B=1 /5.
One obtains this result because there are five possible squares for this node
1A2B ,1C2B ,1A4B ,1C4B ,2C4B	 but only one of them 2C4B actually
exists. In the unipartite network, the solid lines indicate edges that form the
triangles that include node 1. If this were an unweighted network, for which
Gij 0,1	 for all i and j, then one would obtain an unweighted clustering
coefficient of C31=2 /3. To calculate the value of its weighted clustering
coefficient C˜ 31, we use Eq. 6.
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FIG. 7. Color online Bipartite clustering coefficients C4vi for video
blue and user nodes inset/green for 12 August 2003 a Tuesday. The
mean values for this day are C4= 1 /Vi=1V C4vi
0.02606 for the videos
and C4= 1 /Ui=1U C4ui
0.03144 for the users.
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data, only about 2% of the possible squares typically exist;
this is comparable to what would occur in a random network
with the same degree distributions. To investigate whether
the presence of blockbuster nodes which have high degrees
and increase considerably the number of possible squares
has any effect on the value of C4, we calculated the clus-
tering coefficient after removing the top ten most rated vid-
eos. We did not find any conclusive evidence that blockbust-
ers drive the value of the clustering coefficient; some of them
caused the value of C4 to decrease and others caused it to
increase.
One can also examine clustering coefficients in the
weighted unipartite networks given by the projected adja-
cency matrices GU and GV. We calculate the weighted clus-
tering coefficient for each projection using the formula40
C˜ 3vi =
2
kiki − 1 1GVj,h GijGihGhj1/3 , 6
where ki is again the degree of node vi, Gij is the weight of
the edge between vi and v j, and GV=maxGij denotes the
maximum edge weight in the network. The geometric mean
GijGihGhj1/3 of the edge weights gives the “intensity” of the
i , j ,h-triangle. When the network is unweighted,
GijGihGhj1/3 is 1 if and only if all edges in the
i , j ,h-triangle exist and 0 otherwise. This reduces Eq. 6 to
the unweighted unipartite clustering coefficient
C3vi =
2ti
kiki − 1
, 7
where ti is the number of triangles that include node vi. A
node vi with degree 1 has C3vi=0.
In Fig. 8, we show the C˜ 3ui values for the user projec-
tion GU with 10 228 nodes and 814 667 edges from Tues-
day, 4 August 2003. In Table II, we show the mean
clustering-coefficient values for the projected user and video
networks for all single-day snapshots of 2003. The values of
C˜ 3 did not vary much among weekdays, except for the
videos’ C˜ 3, which almost doubled its value on the week-
ends from an average of 0.0045 between Monday and Friday
to 0.0086 on Saturday and Sunday.
Given the values of C4 in Table II, it is unsurprising
that the values of C˜ 3 are also typically low. In the inset of
Fig. 8, we show the values of the users’ unweighted cluster-
ing coefficient C3, which are naturally much higher. For ex-
ample, about 4000 users have C3=1.0, indicating that all
potential triangles exist among these users. This differenti-
ates one set of nodes from the rest. This feature, which we
observe often in the data, arises from the dominant video of
the day. On 4 August 2003, this video which is typically a
blockbuster was Daredevil, which had 396 ratings and cre-
ated many edges in the user projection among the users who
rated it. Removing Daredevil from the bipartite network also
removes these deviant nodes. This feature is not apparent if
one calculates only the weighted unipartite clustering coeffi-
cient C˜ 3. Just as we did with C4, and given the dramatic
effect observed by removing Daredevil, we calculated C˜ 3
and C3 for the projected network of users after removing
the ten most rated videos. We found that for each top-ten
video that we removed, the value of C3 increased by about
0.2%, and the value of C˜ 3 increased by a somewhat larger
percentage.
III. USER BURSTS
A close examination of the rating habits of individual
users can also yield rich and informative insights. Recent
research has shown that people tend to have bursts of e-mail
and postal correspondence, in which they send and receive
numerous messages within short periods of time, which are
followed by long periods of inactivity.1,37,41 We find similar
features in the Netflix data, as about 70% of the users exhibit
bursty behavior by rating several videos in one rating session
after several days without activity. We illustrate this phenom-
enon in Fig. 9 by plotting the cumulative distribution of
inter-event times between the ratings of one user over a pe-
riod of almost five years. We fit this distribution to a power
law Fxx− using the method discussed in Ref. 38 to de-
termine the value of the exponent . We can similarly pro-
vide estimates for possible power laws with actual power
laws over roughly two decades of data among the other
bursty users, although the value of  depends on the final
degree i.e., the total number of rated videos of the user. For
example, the mean exponent for bursty users with final de-
grees between 100 and 1000 is 
2.54, whereas it is
TABLE II. Means and variances of C4 for the bipartite network and C˜ 3
for the projections of videos and users on single-day snapshots of 2003,
calculated using Eqs. 5 and 6.
C4 C˜ 3
Mean Variance Mean Variance
Videos 0.0204 0.0007 0.0056 10−6
Users 0.0209 0.0012 0.0044 10−6
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FIG. 8. Color online Weighted clustering coefficient C˜ 3ui for nodes in
the unipartite projection onto users for 4 August 2003. The x-axis represents
node degrees and the y-axis represents C˜ 3ui. The mean values for this day
are C˜ 3= 1 /Ui=1
U C˜ 3ui
0.0013 for the projection onto users and
C˜ 3
0.0086 for the projection onto videos not shown. The inset shows
values of the unweighted clustering coefficient C3ui from the same data.
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
3.17 for those with final degrees of at least 4000. Addi-
tionally, there are several types of users among those who do
not exhibit bursty dynamics. In particular, some users rated
only a very small number of videos which might be due to
the sampling done by Netflix and others exhibit seemingly
unrealistic levels of rating activity. For example, there are
47 users who signed up in January 2004 or later and who
have rated more than 4000 videos each.
IV. CATALOG NETWORKS
The above empirical investigation of the Netflix data
motivates the development of an evolution model for bipar-
tite catalog networks, which arise in a diverse set of appli-
cations. Such networks have two sets of nodes whose num-
bers can be fixed or dynamic, and edges are placed one at a
time between previously unconnected nodes that are chosen
according to predefined rules. One continues to add edges
until a predefined final time has been reached or the system
has become saturated, at which point every node in one par-
tite set is connected to every node in the other partite set. The
Netflix network can be studied using such a catalog network
framework; it starts completely disconnected nobody has
rated any videos, and the users start choosing and rating
videos from the catalog. Depending on the way the data set
is sampled, the catalogs can be static e.g., a one-day snap-
shot or dynamic e.g., the full data set. Catalog models of
network evolution are closely related to the network rewiring
problem studied by Plato and Evans2,19 that features fixed
sets of artifacts and individuals. Every individual has one
affiliation a connection with an artifact and can reassign
this connection to another node as the network evolves. In
contrast, in a catalog network, any edge that has been placed
between two nodes in the network is permanent. Conse-
quently, catalog networks are suited to describing records of
interactions that are assigned dynamically and then remain
permanently in the system.
As before, U denotes the set of users and V denotes the
set of videos. The size of U is Ur and the size of V is Vr,
where r denotes a discrete time that is indexed by the ratings.
That is, we take every rating event as a time step, so when
we discuss time in this context, we are referring to “rating
time” and not physical time unless we indicate otherwise.
The time-dependent catalog vectors, DU and DV, have com-
ponents given by the degrees of each node in the catalog:
DUr = 
ku1r
ku2r
]
kuUr
, DVr = 
kv1r
kv2r
]
kvVr
 . 8
These vectors have size Ur and Vr, respectively. We de-
note by NUr ,k with k 0,1 , . . . ,Vr	 and NVr ,k with
k 0,1 , . . . ,Ur	 the numbers of users and videos, respec-
tively, that have degree k at rating time r. One can normalize
NUr ,k to obtain the proportion of nodes with degree k; this
is given by Nˆ Ur ,k=NUr ,k /Ur. An analogous relation
holds for Nˆ Vr ,k.
Based on our intuition about the choosing and rating of
videos, we add edges to the network using a combination of
linear preferential attachment and uniform attachment. On
one hand, one expects the choice of a user to be driven in
part by the choices made by others, as popular videos are
more likely to attract further viewings and hence ratings. On
the other hand, one also expects an element of idiosyncrasy
on the part of each user, allowing him or her to choose any
video from the catalog regardless of the choices of others.
This results in two time-dependent probabilities—one for us-
ers and one for videos—each of which consists of a convex
combination of preferential and uniform attachment terms.
More specifically, each time an edge is added to the network,
we select a user and a video to be connected by this new
edge. The video user node is chosen using uniform attach-
ment with probability 1−q respectively, 1− p and linear
preferential attachment with probability q respectively, p.
The addition of an edge occurs during a single discrete rat-
ing time step, as is common in models of network evolution.
Combining these ideas, a video node with degree ki is chosen
with probability
PVr,ki =
1 − q
Vr − NVr,Ur
+
qki
DVr1 − UrNVr,Ur
, 9
and a user node with degree hi is chosen with probability
PUr,hi =
1 − p
Ur − NUr,Vr
+
phi
DUr1 − VrNUr,Vr
, 10
where the values of the parameters p ,q 0,1 are fixed,
DUr1=i=1
Urkir, and DVr1=i=1
Vrhir. The probabili-
ties PUr ,hi and PVr ,ki change over time as the degrees of
the nodes change when edges are added to the network.
The denominators in Eqs. 9 and 10 contain the terms
NVr ,Ur and NUr ,Vr because once a node of either
type is fully connected, it is no longer eligible to receive any
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FIG. 9. Color online Cumulative distribution of the inter-event time be-
tween the ratings of one Netflix user. The user signed up on 4 April 2000
and has a degree of 940 based on ratings cast over a period of almost five
years. The dashed curve indicates a fit to the function Fxx−, which
yields 
2.27 in this case. The inset shows the number of days that sepa-
rate consecutive video ratings.
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new connections and is effectively no longer in the catalog
until a new node of the other type arrives. When r=0, one
obtains Dv01= Du01=0 and NV0,Ur=NU0,Vr
=0, which would result in division by zero. To overcome this
problem, we follow the standard procedure employed in net-
work growth models4 by seeding the algorithm with an edge
that connects two randomly chosen nodes one from each of
the partite sets. This is equivalent to shifting the rating-time
variable and changing the initial conditions to Dv01
= Du01=1.
A. Rate equations
One can use rate equations i.e., master equations to
investigate the dynamics of the degree distributions of a cata-
log network. This type of approach has been used success-
fully to study a large variety of other networks.2,5,11,19,42,43
The analysis of the degree distribution for videos in the cata-
log model is identical to that for users, as only the constants
and sizes of the catalogs are different. Accordingly, we
present our results for the degree distributions of the videos;
one obtains the results for user distributions by changing q to
p, Vr to Ur, and PVr ,k to PUr ,k. For notational con-
venience, we also drop the subscripts in this subsection, so
Nr ,k denotes the number of nodes with degree k at time r.
To construct the rate equations, one must consider how many
nodes pass through Nr ,k i.e., turn into nodes of degree k
and k+1 for k 0,1 ,2 , . . . ,Ur	. This yields
dNr,0
dr
= vr − PVr,0Nr,0 ,
dNr,k
dr
= PVr,k − 1Nr,k − 1 − PVr,kNr,k, k 0
11
where vr is a continuous approximation of Vr, and
vr= dvdr . The initial conditions are
N0,0 = V0 − 1,
N0,1 = 1, 12
N0,k = 0, k 1.
Equation 11 is a system of coupled nonlinear ordinary dif-
ferential equations. The positive and negative terms account,
respectively, for an increase and decrease in the number of
nodes of a given degree as nodes receive new edges. The
equation for Nr ,0 has vr as a positive term to indicate
the entry of new nodes with degree 0 to the network. The
time-dependent probabilities PVr ,k are defined in Eq. 9.
In the case of fixed catalogs, there is a maximum value of k,
so the final equation in Eq. 11 takes a slightly different
form see below.
1. Fixed catalogs
We begin by analyzing the evolution of the network with
fixed catalog sizes, so Ur=U, Vr=V, and vr=0 for all
r. Because a finite, fixed number of users and videos are
available in the catalogs, the network can only evolve until
time r=UV. At this point, the system becomes saturated i.e.,
NUVU ,V=U and NVVU ,U=V, and no additional edges
can be added to the network. Note that Eq. 11 changes
slightly for fixed catalogs. In particular, the last equation for
nodes with degree U changes to
dNr,U
dr
= PVr,U − 1Nr,U − 1 , 13
which only has the positive term because nodes with degree
U stay that way until the end of the process.
Additionally, although the degree distribution of a net-
work generated using the catalog model with static node sets
is time-dependent, the long-time asymptotic behavior is al-
ways the same:
lim
r→UV
Nr,k = V if k = U0 if k U ,
which gives a de facto final condition to the system in Eqs.
11–13. Accordingly, we examine degree distributions for
rUV−1.
In Fig. 10, we show the degree distribution of the video
nodes averaged over 500 simulations of a fixed catalog net-
work with U=100, V=30, and q=0.8 at different times
during its evolution. As the discrete time r increases, the
peaks of the functions travel toward higher values of k and
decrease as if they were diffusing. We also observe a jump in
Nr ,k at k=U. This occurs because there are nodes in the
network that become fully connected during the edge-
assignment process see Fig. 11. Interestingly, Johnson et
al.44 showed recently that the time-dependent degree distri-
butions in some networks that undergo edge rewiring with
preferential attachment follow nonlinear diffusion processes.
Figure 12 reveals how the user nodes achieve full con-
nectivity between r=0 and r=UV−1. The image shows the
“paths” that user nodes follow in the r ,k-plane between
0, 0 and UV−1,V. For example, the nodes that follow a
steep high k for early r trajectory are the ones that receive
many links early on. Their degree grows mostly from pref-
erential attachment in the edge-assignment mechanism, and
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FIG. 10. Color online Degree distributions of video nodes averaged over
500 simulations of a fixed catalog network with U=100 users, V=30 videos,
and q=0.8 at rating times r=500 red diamonds and r=1000 blue squares.
The solid curves are the solutions to the differential Eq. 11.
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they accordingly achieve full connectivity early in the pro-
cess. The nodes that acquire edges more slowly initially be-
gin to receive edges very fast as r approaches UV because
other nodes have already saturated, explaining the steep
climb in the upper right corner of the figure.
The “final” condition that NUV−1,U=V makes the
system in Eq. 11 very stiff for high values of k and r.
Figure 13 shows the path that the video nodes follow in the
r ,k-plane i.e., the same information as in Fig. 12 but for
video nodes but for the numerical solutions of Eq. 11 in-
stead of direct network simulations. In the inset of the figure,
we show the profile of Nr ,U−1, which evinces the afore-
mentioned stiffness. Because all nodes must be fully con-
nected at r=UV−1, nodes with low degrees begin to receive
many edges for high values of r. This causes Nr ,k for high
k to peak late in the process, and the nodes “travel” through
values of k rather quickly, which explains the incredibly
steep slope of Nr ,U−1 as r approaches UV−1.
The value of q affects the width of the region light
colored in the r ,k plane. For lower values of q e.g.,
q=0.3, uniform random attachment dominates and the re-
gion of activity becomes narrower. The nodes attain edges at
roughly the same pace. For larger values of q, the first nodes
to receive edges become increasingly likely to continue re-
ceiving more nodes until they saturate, and the area of activ-
ity of the nodes becomes wider see Fig. 13.
2. Growing catalogs
In the Sec. IV A 1, we described the dynamics of catalog
networks when the sizes of the catalogs are fixed. While this
provides a good baseline investigation, catalogs can grow in
many applications—for example, Netflix gains both new
subscribers and new videos almost every day. Accordingly,
in this section we study the dynamics of Eq. 11 for grow-
ing. This entails that vr0.
The system no longer has an obligatory final time, and
the saturation level of nodes is now time-dependent. For ex-
ample, a user that has degree Vr is saturated temporarily
until a new video “arrives”—i.e., until time r+r so that
Vr+r−Vr0 and there is a new video to rate.
In Fig. 14, we show a numerical solution to Eq. 11
where vr and ur are linear functions of r. In this simula-
tion, q=0.8. Instead of the horizontal line of fully connected
nodes along k=100 in Fig. 13, the saturation of the nodes
follows the growth of Ur. In the inset of Fig. 14, we show
the time profile of Nr ,0. Initially, it has what appears to be
an exponential decrease before it starts to grow slowly as the
catalog size increases, in contrast to what we observed in
Fig. 11. The early rapid decay is caused by the dearth of
high-degree nodes, so nodes with lower degrees receive
edges. As r increases, the better-connected nodes receive
more edges because for q=0.8, the dominant mechanism is
linear preferential attachment, and the population of nodes
with fewer edges increases slowly. In Sec. V, we discuss how
the Netflix data display some of these features.
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FIG. 11. Color online Numbers of video nodes Nr ,0 with degree 0 red
triangles and Nr ,100 blue circles with degree 100 from 500 simulations
of a fixed catalog network with U=100, V=30, and q=0.8. Inset: decrease
of Nt ,0 on a semilogarithmic scale; the decrease appears to be exponen-
tial. The solid curves come from the solutions of Eq. 11.
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FIG. 12. Color online Mean of Nr ,k for user nodes in 500 simulations of
a fixed catalog network with U=100, V=30, and p=0.5. The axes are rat-
ing time r and degree k, and the color indicates the value of lnNr ,k+1.
The horizontal line at the top of the image is the discontinuity as seen with
the video nodes in Fig. 11 that corresponds to the value of Nr ,V and
reflects the appearance of fully-connected user nodes.
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FIG. 13. Color online Numerical solution of Nr ,k for video nodes from
Eq. 11 with a fixed catalog and q=0.8, V=30, and U=100. We again plot
lnNr ,k+1. The horizontal line at k=100 corresponds to the saturated
nodes Nr ,U. The inset shows a plot of Nr ,U−1 for the same network.
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V. NETFLIX AS A CATALOG NETWORK
We now investigate how well our catalog model captures
the human dynamics revealed by the Netflix data. To do this,
we sample the data set while keeping in mind the following
considerations:
• Because of the way we have defined our catalog network
growth model, we must consider the evolution of the Net-
flix data in rating time, in which every new rating which
adds an edge to the network constitutes a time step.
• Although there might be a physical time difference be-
tween a node either user or video joining Netflix and the
node receiving its first edge, this information is not in-
cluded in the data. Many videos receive more than one
rating on their first day, so their entry to the network is
reflected by increases in the value of Nr ,k for several
values of k. We will have to take this into account when
comparing our model to the data.
A. Growth and dynamics
To compare our results to the data, we express the
growth of the numbers of videos and users as a function of
rating time r. Solving for t in Eq. 1 gives
t =
1
br
ln r
ar
+ 1 . 14
We substitute Eq. 14 into Eq. 2 to obtain an expression
for the number of users as a function of the number of rat-
ings:
ur = au r
ar
+ 1bu/br − 1 . 15
We follow the same procedure for the videos to obtain
vr = av + bv 1br ln rar + 1cv. 16
Because vr and ur are not always integers, we define
Ur= ur and Vr= vr as the nonnegative integer
numbers of user and video nodes, respectively.
In Fig. 15, we show the numbers of users and videos
versus the number of ratings in the network. Observe that the
predictions from Eqs. 15 and 16 agree very well with the
data.
Figure 16 shows the time-dependent degree distribution
of videos in the Netflix data set for the year 2000 from
1 January through 30 December. The sample in the plot
consists of 365 measurements one for each day of r and
Nr ,k. The highest degree in this sample is 4794; this is
well below the theoretical maximum of 9289 that one obtains
using the expression for ur in Eq. 15, so the network is
not experiencing node saturation. We can rewrite the prob-
ability that a video node receives an edge as
r
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FIG. 14. Color online Numerical solution of Nr ,k for video nodes from
Eq. 11 with q=0.8, vr=30+0.007r, and U=100+0.05r. We again plot
lnNr ,k+1. The increasing diagonal line indicates Ur and represents
the temporarily saturated nodes. In the inset, we show a plot of Nr ,0 on a
semilogarithmic scale. We observe a rapid initial decrease followed by a
slower increase as the catalog grows.
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FIG. 15. Color online Users top and videos bottom as a function of
ratings. We use circles to show the data from Netflix and dashed curves to
show the predictions from Eqs. 15 and 16. We use the parameter values
obtained in Sec. II.
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FIG. 16. Color online Video degree distribution Ndatar ,k in the Netflix
data set in 2000. We again plot lnNdatar ,k+1. We show data for videos
with degrees ranging from 1 to 4794.
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PVr,ki =
1 − q
Vr
+
qki
DVr1
.
The rate equation for the evolution of the degree distribution
is
dNr,1
dr
= 	1vr − PVr,1Nr,1 ,
dNr,k
dr
= 	kvr + PVr,k − 1Nr,k − 1
− PVr,kNr,k, k 1. 17
The initial conditions are N0,1=v0 and N0,k=0 for
k1. As noted earlier, the lowest degree a node can have in
the data is 1, and the entry degree of the nodes can have any
value of k. We denote by 	k the proportion of new nodes
whose entry degree is k, and we note that k	k=1. We in-
vestigated how many ratings the videos receive on the day
they entered the system and found that over 97% of the new
nodes receive three or fewer ratings. We found that 	1
0.8,
	2
0.15, and 	3
0.05.
To see how well our model describes the Netflix video
data in the year 2000, we define Nkq as the 4794365
matrix obtained solving the system in Eq. 17 and define
Ndata as the matrix of the same size that contains the values
of Nr ,k from the data sample. These two matrices contain
the values of Nr ,k from the sample and from the equations
for all values of k and r. The matrices are of the given size
because we sample the degree distribution once per day, and
the maximum degree that we observe is 4794. We define the
error function
Eq = Nkq − Ndata , 18
where  ·  is the Euclidean matrix norm. To find the optimum
value q, we minimize Eq using the Nelder–Mead
derivative-free simplex method.45 We found that the value of
q that minimizes Eq. 18 is q
0.9795, so about 98% of the
decisions to rate a video by users are guided by its popularity
i.e., preferential attachment.
In Figs. 17 and 18, we compare the values of Nr ,k that
we obtained in our model to those in the data. Despite the
noise in the data, our model is able to reproduce the temporal
dynamics of Nr ,k.
In Fig. 19, we show the approximation of our model to
the cumulative degree distribution of the videos on the last
day of the sample i.e., for all values of k and r=915 628, the
number of ratings at the end of year 2000, which agrees
very well with the data. Although q
0.9795 suggests that
the way the users choose to rate videos is dominated by the
popularity of the films, we should stress that the model that
we have developed is a very simple one. There are many
other processes influencing the decisions of the users, includ-
ing different external to the user factors, such as advertise-
ments, press, and the underlying social network in which the
users are embedded.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed a large network of video ratings given
by the users of the Netflix video rental service. We studied
the system using a bipartite network of videos and users and
employed this perspective to reveal interesting features in the
dynamics of video rating, such as weekly patterns in video
ratings and bursts of activity followed by long idle periods.
We calculated clustering coefficients for one-day snapshots,
concluding that their low values arise from the presence of
high-degree nodes i.e., videos with a large number of ratings
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FIG. 17. Color online Values of Nr ,10 videos with degree 10 obtained
by solving Eq. 17 using q=0.9795 red curve and the data from Netflix
that we report in Fig. 16 blue dots.
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FIG. 18. Color online Values of Nr ,50 videos with degree 50 obtained
by solving Eq. 17 using q=0.9795 red curve and the data from Netflix
that we report in Fig. 16 blue dots.
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FIG. 19. Color online Cumulative degree distribution of video nodes on
the last day 915 628 ratings of the sample from year 2000. We obtained the
distribution by solving Eq. 17 using q=0.9795 red curve and directly
from the data blue dots.
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and users who rate many videos. We also showed that the
degree distributions of both the user and video nodes re-
semble power laws with exponential cutoffs.
Motivated by the structural and dynamical features that
we observed in the Netflix data, we formulated a mechanism
of network evolution in the form of “catalog networks” for
bipartite systems. Such networks are initially empty aside
from a seed, and edges are created between two types of
nodes based on some predefined rules. New nodes can also
be added to the network during the wiring process. In our
model, we considered a combination of uniform random at-
tachment and linear preferential attachment. We derived a set
of coupled ordinary differential equations that describe the
time evolution of the degree distributions of such catalog
networks. Presupposing this mechanism and employing the
Netflix data, we found that users seem to choose videos ac-
cording to preferential attachment about 98% of the time and
uniform attachment about 2% of the time. This suggests that
the number of ratings for a given video is driven almost
completely by its popularity preferential attachment and
only in very small measure by the intrinsic preferences of
users. While interesting, the extreme dominance of a
preferential-attachment mechanism might be due in part to
the simplicity of our model and the absence of information
about the underlying social network of the users, which can
have considerable influence over the video choices. Addi-
tionally, our model does not incorporate external influences
such as media coverage and promotion campaigns that can
certainly affect the popularity of videos. One can refine our
model by considering more sophisticated attachment mecha-
nisms that incorporate the actual scores of the video ratings
not just their existence, the age of the videos, user social
networks see Refs. 46 and 47 for recent interesting study,
interactions among users, media presence of videos, and
more. Our simple catalog model thereby serves as a good
starting point for an abundance of interesting generalizations.
The Netflix data, which are both large and publicly
available, provide an excellent vehicle to study many
of the features that have been observed in network represen-
tations of systems in which agents exercise preferences or
choices, such as citation, collaboration, and social
networks.4,10,36,37,48,49 In this paper, we formulated a catalog
model to gain insights into the human dynamics of video
rating. In our view, catalog models are suitable in many other
contexts, including the study of certain electoral systems
such as preferential voting,50 professional sports drafts,51
and retail shopping. To achieve insights in such a diverse
array of settings, the catalog model presented herein can be
generalized in numerous interesting ways to incorporate ex-
ternal agents, underlying networks or cliques of individuals,
and more.
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